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ABSTRACT-Stop word removal is one of the
important NLP techniques. Stop words are very
common in any document. In this paper, we have
created a list of stop words for Hindi text on the
basis of frequency of words in documents. Hindi
documents from EMILLE corpus have been used for
finding out the stop words. UTF-8 encoding is used.
The percentage of stop words in any document has
been find out and experimentally analyzed. The
paper discusses the effect of stop word removal on
the similarity of two documents containing Hindi
text. Hoad & Zobel approach is used for finding the
similarity of documents containing Hindi text.
KEYWORDS: Stop words, removal, text, Hindi,
list, frequency.
1

INTRODUCTION

Stop words are high frequency words which
have very little semantic weight. These words
play an important grammatical role in any
language such as in formation of sentences but
do not contribute to the semantic content of a
document. Stop words are commonly used in
documents regardless of topic, thus have no
significance.

2

ALGORITHM USED

Formation of list of stop words for any
language is an intricate task. A lot of work has
been done for stop words for English text. Fox
[1] have used domain independent approach for
creating a list of stop words for English
language. The list was used later in Okapi
retrieval system [2]. They used word categories
like adverbs, prepositions, pronouns etc. for

formation of stop word list. But [3] shows that
including these categories without any
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modifications does not make a genuine
stopword list. Proper handling of stop
words is very necessary for developing any
integrated solutions. Hindi word कफ which
is a
is not a stop word in airline or
train domain. Because it is necessary to
specify time or date in airline

or train domain. Similarly, क can not be
included in the stop word list if we want to
know the place of any event. So, instead
of including
,
,
as such,
we have formed the list on the basis of
frequency of words in a corpus. We have
used Emille Corpus for finding the list of
stop words.
Firstly, all the HTML tags, digits and
symbols like |,”, /, etc are removed from the
text. A (key, value) pair is saved for each
word. For each word in the document, if a
key exists then its frequency is increased
by one, otherwise that word is added to
(key, value) pair. Hence, frequency of each
word in the corpus is calculated. In the end,
the list is displayed in order of decreasing
frequency. The corpus consists of approx
60.4 million words out of which there are
1.24 million unique words. Many content
bearing words also appeared with high
frequency. So, we analyzed the words
manually too. After analyzing the 3000
words having highest frequency, a list of
205 Hindi stop words has been created.
Manual additions ( त , , ) and
deletions ( , , ) have been done as the
results were not appropriate. A list of 165
stop words is available at [4] but according
to us it is not complete. The modification in
the list of stop words continues.
2.1

LIST OF STOP WORDS

क , क, क , क , क,
,

,

, , ,

, , , , ,त , औय,

,,, ,
, ,त ,
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इ , इ , इ , इ , इ क , इ , इ क , इ क, इ ,
इ ,इ

,इ क , इ ,इ क , इ क, उ , उ , उ , उ , उ क ,

उ , उ क , उ क, उ , उ ,उ

, उ क , उ ,उ क , उ क, जज ,

जज , जज , जज , जज , जज क , जज क , जज क, जज ,
जज , जज , जज
,ज
,
त,

, जज क , जज ,जज क , जज क,

,

,

,

,

,

,
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,
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,
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of analysis is done in [6] for Punjabi
language.
Pandey and Siddiqui [7] suggest that the
stop word removal improves information
retrieval significantly in terms of precision
and recall. However, we have analyzed the
impact of stop word removal on similarity
of Hindi documents.

,
,

, आऩ,

त , त , त य , त य , त य,

त ,आऩ, आऩक, आऩक , आऩ , जफ, तफ,
क , क , क, कत , कत, कत ,

फ,

ऩ ,

, त ,
ऩ,

ऩ ,

ऩ ऩ , इधय, उधय, जजधय, कई, इत , उत , जजत , ऩड, ऩड ,
ऩड,ऩड , ऩड

,ऩड , ऩड ,

क, क ,

इ ल , फजकक, त क, ऩय, ऩय त,
य,

य, फ य,

, तक, क , फ ,

, तय , ल ,

क प , फ , जफ क,
,इ

, फ त, तत,
,उ

,

, तयप, पय, फ य,

ल प , य, क , जज ,जज , तत ,तत , इ
उ ,इ

क,
Fig. 1 Percentage of stop words in a corpus

य, क , त य,
, इ ,इ ,

, य ,ल

3 EFFECT
OF
STOP WORD
REMOVAL ON THE SIZE OF
CORPUS
Zipf gave a vital observation on the distribution
of words in natural languages.
According Zipf’s law, in a corpus, frequency of
a word is inversely proportional to its rank. So,
words with high frequency have low rank i.e.
importance. So they can be removed without
affecting the semantics of the text. Stop word
elimination can be considered as an
implementation of Zipf’s law, where high
frequency terms are dropped from a set of index
terms [5]. Text from the clean document is
considered as a bag of words. If a word present
in the bag is also in array of stop word list then
it is deleted otherwise, it is put in a buffer.
Experimentally, we have found that in a corpus
of 22.6 million words, the frequency count of
stop words is 8.9 million which covers approx
40% of corpus. So if we remove the stop words
the size of the corpus reduces significantly.
Reduction in size of corpus leads to less
number of n grams and less number of index
terms. Hence it makes information retrieval
faster. Figure 1 shows the percentage of stop
words in a particular Hindi corpus. Similar kind

|R|= w - (m-1)
m is the value on n in n-grams. Similarly,
the value of |S| is calculated. If a document
is evaluated against itself, the given score is
the highest possible score that can be
reached. So, the calculated score for each
document is divided by the highest possible
score in order to get a normalized similarity
value between 0 and 1.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Where n is the number of documents. Term
t denotes the features to be used for
evaluation; in this case, they are
represented by word n-grams. N-gram is a
contiguous sequence of given items from a
given text. Total number of n-grams in a
document containing w words is given by:
Stop word removal reduces the number of
n-grams which leads to time saving. Our
experiments suggest that removal of stop
words decreases the similarity of
documents for Hindi text. Similarity score
rises because of frequent words. It suggests
that stop word removal eliminates the
excess similarity. Ceska and Fox [9] show
the effect of stop word removal on
determining the identity of fragments of
text which is significant. They have done
stop word removal for English language.
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[10] give improvement in performance with
respect to information retrieval when stop word
removal is done. Undoubtedly, stop words have
a great significance in any language discourse.
Stop word removal decreases the degree of
comprehension of the text [11] but for more
accuracy it is necessary to remove stop words.
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